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1 nt 2. ocltict scusson

I, A historical paper on the'portrayal of Chicano general

medi.a should be a fairly -short one. This, is because for many OS

the 'invisibledminority" 4TI the new...media. When news organizatio

to wake pp to the existence of Chicanos in the midi =1960s they often rus
. - A

cover the group with simpli,tic overviews and facile headlines that rev

f their own biases then.the reality of the peoe they sought to cove

the Atlantic headlined a 1967 overview article on Chicanos as 1- ,The

Knows indicating that the if the existence of Chicanos was Ails to

o

el meTe

Thus;

Y Nobody

tors

zine

joints

A. 1969

that

nplistic

Mp1eyed

of the Atlantic it rust- be news to everyone else who mattered. A T

re porter riding through East Los AndleS in 1967 wrote about nta

and rollicking cantinaD, 'the reek ,of dheap s ne and= "lurid hotro

e

Lob Angeles televis on documentary ins t1 -filed "The Siesta Is Over-,'"

the w-- 2;000;0:

approaches glossed _

Chicanos had been taking it easy for dedades,

er the reality of Chi6ano life in theUnite&

on the preconceptions and stereotypes of those controlling the media

predo minant) ,An to audience,

But t ose efforts did overcome the rlier isibility" to w

had earlier relegated Chicanos'and other,min riti As Rubk: Salazax,

heir

reporter on Texas and: California newspape "d 1,11 1969:

There really little to say about the Iexioan
the, past6 except that it did not eat, DioXican Americans
tionally kept their place! so why should the biz; impor antimportant ews
media take notice of then?



f the mass communication

uch the some point in his 197 book The Uses of

Co ment on news cove lag a of -Chicanos,

ent at the Malvern-

he wrote!

Until recently, daily - newpapers have given little overage to he

nish-speaking community. , In the Southwest; n-Anericans,
have been traditionally left -out of the news columns except when
nvolvedim orimes\oraCcidents: In the socie pages; Snish

names simply did not appear unless they Were 'ire referen to visit-
ing dignitaries or to 'thew ealthiest_Mexioan families: In the late
1950s and early 1960s.papers began using small pictures of can
American brides bac% page of the society sectiQ for the
irst2time, but even then, Anglo marr es r are given -n ch larger

play,

/,ewel

:newspaper

Soutbwe

difficulties ii

there was no

e of Mexican America

were rnakinsr som,

offshoot to

icono activists

t researdh co:

and cited_ a. number examplips in

CI ct, os seeking-access to' the media encountered

late 196 Os and. early 1970s. Inthat pe

nes blundering efforts to report Cecurron

on the civil ' k -t- 1

nd reporters were rarely smooth.

alluded to the problem reuoxters

that 'wuL- more compleX'than an I_e said;

The news media is f -tively taking the serape and
off thej1,7!xica Ameriean. What it finds-underIthe
however, seems to nuzzle-newspapers,- radio gndHtelevis
having ignored Mexican. Americans for so long :but now
them; eeeml_mpatient. the complexities of -!the story.

the media; having finally discovered the Mexican Amer_
amused thai,under that serape and sombrero is a complex Chicano inst-
of a potential Gringo.

itg

d newSorgAndzations

es in the barrio (often

d relations bptween

In his X1969 speech Salazar

..,

points o that news rftnizations must make a stronger commitment to minerity

represen - ion if they h_ fully reflect the

more 0hihahos than on neral clx ulatien dalhies; their numbers

o cover community

The media.,-
to report

Its a.4.9 if
s nt not

-Over the past decade coverage of the Chicano community continued

elop and employment of Oilcan° journalists

representation.,Both professionals and

wn; although both lag behind

mriunity gtoupsIlhave recently

mMUnities t
4

they serve, Although

are still very low an apparmtly are working WSpanish- nguago sectiorks.5
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longer the "invisible minerity"in the media,` although magr

national issues sugh q-s coverage of the Bakke case) tend to be played as Blackr-

White stories, it i seo am parent that increased coverage does not automatically

result in better coverage and understan

1960s are Still there. For

The old headline cliches from the

978 Waslost lies on C cams

id the group lives in a part of the United States they call'"MexAmerica," the

title of the series
6
.The term "MeyeAmerica

"
is not used by Chicanos' but was inven

by Washin5ton _Post staffers to catch they eyes of editors and readers.7 Like Vie

headline about The Minority body mows,`"' the Time.magazine reporters perceptions

f Ems

Post's "MexAkerica" idicates the persistence of the. news media`s view

Los Angelea a the docume/iary on "The Siesta is Over," the dashi, on

Chinos thr gh Anglo eyes, it is a view that appears to be tr opg. as the

United States approaches a period of rapid Chicano

icanos do tine United Stat

The

gr Wth.

genes onprernisos Ito be an e of- boiitinued growth or latines

in trio United States of which Chicanos are the largest segment. he group's

population ,grows it will continue_ to der nrd attention in the nation' news media

-and' unl news editors are able to de te snore competence in handling

a vast potential for serious conflict ,reiiainsf One aspect ofd coverageChicano`

the story does not remain The sheer numbers of Crhica s and other

LatfIno groups will force the story on editors. The grow longer he smaal

enough to ignored, on =es ,segregated as a side to other

Numerically Latinos are the 'ion's fastes

will continue-to experien e even greater growth

Census figures on Lainos,

population t" about 12 mila,-,6n.

ing population gr iup and

gh thOnextgenera

e ted.3:y low,- put the total U. S.

,But the addition of 3,1 million Puerto Ricans

and six, to eight million unde un tedarkers- (the federal government's most

conservative figures) pat tse to`

anticipated family sizes` sure

r 20 million.

e

median age and larger

eqntinue to surpass
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Tonal averages for at least a generation. Between 1970 and 1975 the U.S.

Latino_ population g-rew by 2Z, five times-the natio average. The possibility'

of Puerto Rican -tatehood and legalized status for undocumented workers could

accelerate the'ra even faster, as could continued migration from Latin America.

Demographers and government of All agree that if present trends continue

Latinos will someday-have the dubious honor of being the nations =gest minority

group, Demcgraphic',factors point to it happening sometime early in the next

century, but government ials predict it could occur as early .a. 1990 if political

changes are made.

Although the media have tended to portray Latinos as a regional or rural

minority group, Latinos a are actually nationally dispersed population with large

communit:2_ es In 'the Midwest; Northeast and Northwest. Nevi- York, Illinois;

New Jersey each have more Latino residents than either Arizona, Colorado or New

Mexico, The U, S. city h the largest Latino population t Los Angeles,

San Antonio. or Miami but dew York City. Other cities in the top 25 by Latino

population include Chicago number 6), Philadelphia (12,) and Washington,

(22). In ,.spite' Of the. e of Latino rural, farm torkers; 65%' of :Latinos lire

in cities and Latinos have a lover percentage of their workforce in farm labor tl than

the U.S Tuber force tiverall,

But it has been difficult, if not i'mpo00... e, -.for most Latinos and Chicanos

tzansae large numbers and urban representation into better living. conditions.

dian family income for Latinos is 25% below the U, S. erage and newly one-fourth

of all l atinos ltvelin.poverty, Other 6Cial indicators such as education; housing-'

health, employment and politicai representation consistently show Latinos below

national norms Thus, both the magnitude of the population and the complexitY

k

of its livin conditions increase-the tm'oortance of Titinos to others-in the

United St. tes How m media cover ChicaMO and other Latino groups will

have a large i`iuence on how. other -secti 0 of American society respond.
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Review of Previous Studies

The remainder of this paper will briefly review the research on how news

media have covered the Chicano community and examine aspects of clui-xent ,coverage

of undocumented Mexican workers hosed on the previous research. The paper closes

h an analysis of current reporting on this segment of the Chicane community

and the implications of current 7:epoiting patterns.

is an IISE11111ELL21al2111. A'evious research 'by the author

national magazine coverage of Chi nos has usiAlly :occurred_ at times

when Chicanos were a'topic of national public policy pr perceived as a potential

threat to the established order,9 survey of Rea -' Guide citations OA

Mexicans in the United States from 1890 through 1970 revealed. an overall lac

coverage with peaks in. coverage at times when Chicanes were perceived as part of

a - public issue or threat. Such peaks occurred tetween 1928 and 2931, whenlimatations

0

on Mexican im gration were being proposed and Chicanos were being forcibly,deported4-

in19A when servicemen attacked Chicanos earingZeotsuits, in 1952 awl 19

when the Border Patrol Operation Wetback" swept through Chicano barrios peeking

deportable Mexicansi,and in.1969 and 1970, when Chicano activists were challenging

established institutions, The survey also revealed that magazines used symbols in

headlines to portray that, segment of the Chicano community that was the target of

their attention, The term "Mexican" predominated in the 1928 -1931 Teriod, "Zootsu er"

and "Pachuco" were used in headlines during 2943 "Wetback was common in the-2950s,

and "Chicano "' in the 19'70s,, (See Chart i)

Chart 1. nbols Uscd in nmlEllle Aid

Time Perloi

u.:t\ 0-

Symbol Public Issue Threat

1928 -1931

1943

1952 -1953

Mexican LegiSlati n limiting Mexicqx immigra:Lion'and fore
deportation of Mexicans d ring the Deirrecisidh.

Pachueo
Zootsuiter'%

Attacks by servicemen on Chicano youths;

Netback. Border raids seeping

1969-1970
. nc activi

.

epor-Dahle Chicanos,

lenging established inotitu
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e of symbols in 'news re f Chicanos can h ve the effect of

focussing the readers" atte tion that, that segment of the Chicano pulation

which the media associates twith public issues or threats, The symbol also hav

ect of triggering stereotypes which capaulhe the characteristic associated

certain Chicanos in the minds of Anglo reade Thus," the use of symbols in the

news media allow both the media and their audience to use a.tera whiCh triggers

a stereotype about. th

-stlre ty-oes in =stc iet

e a sociated with the term, The role of media in reirfo el

amply discussed
10

others. Of particular use-

111.1nes6-to this (4 SCUZsion is th 'ole of sy ibols lortfie media to trigger the

stereotypes in the minds of the audience,

Lasswell, Berner-and Pool des d political symbols in the s media'as

serving, as becoming "the focal-points for the arYstalliz .tion of sentiment, "11

has rioted, hat the symbol reduces .the need for 4 the

traits associated with the stereotype a disparity may be develo

symbol and the ymbolised4- particularly when used in the mass media, He -01.-.es

This inability to grasp ethe difference between the-symbol and its
referent is one,Feason for the failure to check back constantly
from lenguage.tojexperienceand reality.,..Without such an inter-

. play between bOl and experience; distortion in the symbol cannot
be corrected.

een the

Since the average reader, according to Katz,- has little motivation te check

inzt reality the news media are relied upon to relate symbOls to

Allpirt called symbo .grating minority groups _"shrieking sirens

deafenin, to A.11 finer discriminations that we might otherwise perceiVe."

Such symbols may refer to only one characteristic perceived in the group, -but

it becomes dominant factor in perception of menrs of that group and ativa

a set of similar stereotypes a= ociated with the-sym- , He continued:

Until De an outgrcup it does not clearly exist in our minds..
The coiniri use of the' orphaned pronoun they teaches us that people
.often wantand heed to designate out-groups (usually'for the pur-.
pose of venting hatility) even whenthey have no clear conception
of the out-group in qu&stion, And so long as the target of wrath
remains ,41.gue and ill-definedspecific prejUdicel nnotcrystal-
lize-around it. To have enemies we need labels,

fac

0
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Two so iolcgists who studied use of symbols in newspaper coverage for a 10

period precee ag the 1943 Los Angeleslootsuit Riots-showed hoer use of

ously negatite symbols helped set conditions for the attacks on Chicano

I '1)

othesized that the media would use the term'
15

youth, Turner and Surac

"Mexican" in increasingly unfavorable-contexts in the period before the.riots

Th o instead, that the term "Mexican " ;haA an ambiguous and was used

in both favorable and unfavorable contexts over the period studied Thoy also

found "a' king decline in the total nnmter of articles mentioning the term)

Mexican" in the-period just preceeding the riots, Instead,of using the term

"Mexican" the news reports used the term "Zooteuiter " which the researchers

called "a new symbol which has no past favorable connotations to lose, "Z7 Thee

new unambiguous symbol with cleary unfavorable connotations helped focus public

sentiment t Chicanos that'resulted in violent attacks agai

,,youths, Turner and Surace explained:

It (the-negative symbol) provided- the public sanction and restriction
of attention essential to the development of overt crowd hostility, '-
The symbol 'zoot-suiteri evoked none ol,the imagery of the romantic
past. It evoked only the picture of a, treed of persons outside the
normative order, devoid of morals themselves; and consequently not
entitled to fair play and due process, Indeed; the zoot-suiter came
to be regarded as such an-exclusively fearful threat to the community
that at the height of rioting the' Los Angeles City Council seriously
debated ig ordinance making the wearing of toot suits a-prison
offense,

The new negative

the negative elements

could o be used

ously attached to the

a conve

term "Mexica-

hall for all

The new symbol

became "an omnibus; drawing together the most reprehensible elements

unfavorable themes, namely sex crime's; del

in the! old

ueacy; gang attacks; draft-dodgers,"-

The syMbol facilitated attacks, on all elements of the Chicano community, whether

Zootsuiters or not; the authors note, t hile servicemen 'sere attacking Mexican

ndiscriminAtely "the great majority heard only of attacks on toot-suiters,"20"

the negative symbol, while supposedly pertaining to only a segment of the

e Chicano community; became a rallying point for anti-Mexican sentiment andeob

violence against Chicanos.
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Research preir ionsly cited in this naper ndicates that ational ne

coverage of Chicanos has peaked, during periods when Chicanos were perceived. as

part of a public iesue or threat to theestabliShel order. It has also been

shown that magazines have used symbols in their headline to de_ ignate the segment

of the,Chicano 'community attracting the public attention, Although only Turner

and Surace home statistically examined the context in which symbols have leen

used in news cover

in positive contexts,

ikely that the ymbola have-been,used exclusively

he terms such as "Me- apparently had"
0

both,positivp and negative over tones. Others;'such as ."Fachueo, "Zootsuiebr,"

-and "weletback," have clear negative connotations by virrtue of their definition

r the `finer - Purace study. The term "Chicano," while used in a variety of

contexts in tie Latino community, has apparently been perceived by the news

. as having negative miertones a.nd has been used to describe activists seeking

societal .changes. often through confrontation tactics, The current Associated

Press and United Press nternatio stylebooks describe the term as "not alwayb

derogatory;'21 indicating the

accustomed to using the syml

contexts in which the news media may be

of the five symbols identified in the study

tine. headlines ikirom 1890 to 1970,-one has ambiguous meanings abd four ve

been shown to be used,ly the media with predominantly negative contexts,

Inadequate or one-sided owe _ e

no issues are a, popular topic of conversation among Chicanos concerned

media. Those active in the area tend to feel that the valit .adiccoverag

still despite increasing media attention, In a 1971 i sition paper

on-Chicanos and the media Reyes and Rend5n stated:

We have come to expect. at best, only lies and half-truths; slanted.
reports and commentaries from the nells media. Usually; however; we
are merely ignored and made to feel the impotence and frustration of
a suppressed and impovrished people, The apparent disdain which we
sense from =the news media suggests to ms that only thp, most extreme
form of

'
tivism will coerce the attention of newsmen and new

pundits,
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These and other complaints about news cover -age have en largely supported

searchers mho have systematically. examined newspaper coverage of Chicanos,

who compared anglish and Spanish-1 e-newspaper-cOverag of forced

Mexican deportations in the 193-0s 1950s,' and.19708,found that - the Spanish-languag

press exhibited more balanced age by showing concern for those being deported

and, in the first two p siting a wider variety of sources than the English

language newspaper amilyzed, The glo audience press, contrast relied

primarily on Law entorcenent and public agency officials a sources and tended

o portray the story as "numbers gamehaw-many 'illegals were-caught, how many

away,

Thus , while man' stories in the-knglo audience

factual reports,,thy actually were one-4ded accoun

pursued

of the issue, Other researchers have also reported that the "Anglo eyes"

reporters and theineditors lead to a slanting of seemingly objective stories

much °illegals' cost taxpayers,

appeared to be objec ire

ich largely ignored angles

by the Spanish-language press and relied on sources with a. limited_ perception

concerning Chicanos,

ce

procoeda_

ination of 'leis Mexico newspaper coverage a 1967 and 1968

f a Chicano actiyist by an impartial panel famillar with

- the case concluded that the paper had disseminated l'prejudicial, inaccurat,'

anti.non-jua..icia content during pret 2 Arage, ' study of coverage of Chicanos

in 10 dailies across the United States for a six month period in 1970 found that,-

despite the higher risan r of `Chicanos in the SouthweSt,- Southwestern newspapers
r.

articles about Chicanos than did other newspapers in the

mple The researcher, SInehez,' reported that when Chicanos were cowed the

.

n- .., vas often negative and that negative stories concerning Chicanos were longer

did not publis

than those reporting TO tie aspects,
25

,j

Like Chavar-a, SInchcz, fond reliance on .non- Chicano news sources and felt

this was one cause of the largely negative coverage, Only 3Cf% of the articles

written about Chicanos listed Chicanos as the primary source of attribution,

Almost 2 ono attribution Angles as the primary source, After

1=1
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comparing,0 urceswith the type.of infOrmation. in he article SInchez conclu

that "the use=of'de4nant society A- tern as pr sources of attribution in

the articles about Mexican 'Americans an that most of the articles

have a negative'direction,"26

A 1971 study of three daily newspapers in San Antonio," a city aiout half

Chicano, found that Chicanos were underrepre.,ented in all categories of news

coverage when compared wtth,Anglos of simdlar 7
socio-economic status

*searcher,' Lee, place& more emphasio on this underrepresentatiOn that on

. direction oritype of coverage. She wrote!

The-results of the study are similar to the findings of studies of
media treatment of other minority. groups, They indicate that the
newspaper image of P.lexicam Americans in San Antonio is An accurate.
Nexican%mericans a're not explicitly labeled, di_rectly stereotyped,
cr ptherwise discriminated against, -They are neglected; At almost
all occw.p Tonal and income level: they are under-represented in
the riews-.

the-

Previous StudAes. The studies cited in this study have noted

the following ch .teristtcs in news medikcoverage of Chicanos: (1) Historically

coverage has been low and concentrated in periods when Chicanos are either the

subject-of .public s or perceived-as posing a threat to the established

order, in these periods the news` media have used symbols,' often with negative,

connotations; to designate groups within the Chicano community, (3) These symbols

serve to trey terectype- h crystalize public perceptions and actions rag

Chicanos, (4) Reporters covering Chicanos tend to rely on sources outside the Chi-

no tommunity for information on Chicanes and (5) Coverage of Chicanos-has

tended to emphasize negative or unfavorable aspects of the community,

er d Workers

The ftve'elements noted from the previous

California ov er

newspaper coverage of a segment of the

widespread media attention! undocumented

a pretest for a more comprehensive natio

in California papers ove

1978.29

111 -no 9th

wereincorporated in a study

Chicano community currently experien

ricers or "illegal aliens," The study"

ey, analyzed reporting patterns

d from January.1977 through. Fe
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The articles were identified throUgh the "INS News Digest" which 6am:1:et Een incsx.

and copies of newspaper andemagee5ine storied =immigration in the Unite& States, The

Dikest is prepared by the Immigration and Naturalization Service, which:receives

articles` from its regional offices, compiles them, and distributes the. Digest

periodically. -This survey. includes all Digests frem January 31, 1977 through

March 1-15, 1978 (Volumes 1-45), Access to the Digests was facilitated-by

Felipe Castruita of One-Stop Iunigration and Armando Vasquez of the Centro Chicano.

of the University of Southern California. In surveying the; index to the articles

in each volume 342 articles in California neeispapers were identified. From these

342 California news articles a random (skip interval) sample of.114 newspaper

articles as selected, This represents one-third of the articlesappearing in

California newspapers for that period,
. .

The articles were c ded in catsgories based on the findings of earlier stu

and to reflect the increased employment of Latino reporters, The statistical

breakdowns i this report include: (1) Number of - Articles by Newspaper;,(2) Sym-40/::.

Used in Headline

of Reporter, (6) Types

3) Th s in H (4)Length of Articles, (5) Ethnicity

des Cited; and (7) Ethnicity of Saarces Cite4, Each

of these treakdowns is reported in the text and illustrated, by

Numbek of

most art

table,

Articles by News a er. The Survey revealed that the newspaper

Union with 58 ofIles on undocumented workers was the San Diego

the 114 articles. Following in order were the Los Angeles.Times

San Diego 10), Lon Angeles Herald-Eamin (5), and 12

(12

Ne- Articles by

Newspaper

1, San Diego Union
2, Los Angeles Times
3, San Diego Tribune
4, Los Angeles Herald
5. Other Newspapers

liner

(29 articles),

other newspapers

Number of Arti

Total

29
10

5
12

114

e

1

-SymbolUsed in Headline, Thee survey revealed that the term 'Alien," closely

followed by the term "Illegal Alien," is most commonly used to designate undocumented

Mexican immigrants. .0f. the 64 articles that used symbols in the headlinese 29 used

the tee "Alien" "Aliens" and 26 used "Illegal Alien" or "Ille

other terms were used with comparable frequency in the Ines.

Aliens," No

Table follows
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2, ls Used in Headline

1, Alien OT Aliens
2. Illegal Alien or Illegal Aliens

3, Bracero
4, Illegals
5, Refugees
6, Guest Workers
7, Illegal Work et.

Number of Times

29

26

2
1
1
1'

-3.Tcples in Headlines. The survey revealed that the largest parcentages of

overage in California_newspaper headlines concerned law enforcement 28.headlines

rented this topic). Following was the closely related topic of border violence

and problems (14 headlines Then followed the Carter Um plan (11)

problems undocumented Vorkers are alleged to=cauie public agencies (10), the

entry of aliens" (9), employment (9), comments _.by politicians (8), reactions by

Latinos (8), the M6cican side of the immigration issue (6), articles on INS

Commi sioner LeonaCastillo'(4), and problems fring undocumented workers (4).

Thus, of the top four topiC categories three con --fin lsw enforcement, tor

or public (agency problems ascribed to undocumented workers.-(The,total number

of topics does not total 114 because Some headlines treated more than one topic

and others were not easily categorized.)

Ne Heies in the California le

Topic -Number of References

1, Law Enforcement 28
2, Border Violence and PrOblems 14
3, Carter Plan for Immigration
4, Public Agency Problems 10
5, Influx 9
6, EMployment 9
7, 'Comments by Politicians 8
8, Reactions by Latinos 8
9, Mexico's Side of the Issue 6"

10. Profiles on Leonel Castillo '4
11, Problems Faced by Undocumented Workers 4

Leith cif A3t cies, Tine 'surrey revealed that the articles on undocumented

rkers were in the middle range, of most newspaper articles, The largest number

articles fell in the range of 11 to 15 paragraphs (27) and was closely f?llowed

kr the 16 to 20 Paragraph range (23 articles), - Only three articles were leSs than

five paragraphs, while 'six were over 30 .paragraphs. (See table on the follei

page.)
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4, _Length of ne
er-Art es

iu the G lifor mple

Length In Paragraphs .

1, Less than 5 paragraph?
2, 5-10 paragraphs
3. 11-15 paragraphs
4, 16-20 paragraphs
5. 21-25 pars ph
6. 26-30 paragraphs
7. More-than 30 paragraphs

Number of A

3
18

27
.23

17
20
6

Total 114

idles

j_l_EL1221122ELAI Reporter. The ethnicity of the reporter was det mined, unless

otherwise indicated by the surname, ar ethnicity was considered to be an

Important variable t -cause California is the only =az that larders both on the

Latin American and Pacific borders of the United States and thus, receives heavy

immigration from both Latin-AMe-fica-and-Asia,----Assignment of Latina and Asian reporters

to immigration stories would greatly facilitate the ability of newspapers to penetrate

sources from the migration streams both in and out of the United States and uould

probably indicate the reporters had greater awareness and sensitivity to the issue.

The survey results revealed that Anglo reporters outnumbered Spanish sun named

reporters by a more ihan two to one margin (63 Anglo bylines,to 28 Spanish bylines

Fifteen of the stories had no byline, nine came from wire services, and one was

uritten by a Black columnist. Thus, of -the 117 bylines less than one-fourth uere

written by Latinos and, none by Asians, It should be noted that of the 28 Latino

bylines/26 came from two reporters, Frank Del Olmo of the 1.4c5LJ9121.22LILIEE and

George Ramos, then of the SanDie4o Union and now of the koE±m,21.-511the. (See

table below).

Byline Identification

1. Anglo surname.
Spanish surname

3. Wire Service No Byline
4, Black
5. No-Byline

Some. or author- by more one reporter,

Number of lines

63

28

9
1

15

Total 117*
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6 T7,29s of Sources Cited. The types of sources cited by reporters in the

stories on undocumented workers were analyzed to find out where the reporters

.were going for information on the topic..,' The results'are traikon down into two

columns. One column indicates the numbr of stories in which sources from each

of the 12 categories were cited. The second colenn shess the number of sources

from this Category that were cited in the newspaper articles,, The survey revealed
, .

that reporters relied most heavily on law enforcement sources (143 law enforcement
(

sources cited in 73 stories) in seekinE information on undocumented worker This

was followed bypublie agency reprpentatives or officWs (128 sources in 59

stories) and much more distantly by Latino organizations, lo or. ,ions,

legal groups, academics, the general public, migration groups, Undocumented

workers, employers, labor, and others. (See table below.)

en of Courses Cited in the California le`

Number of Stories in
Which SourceS Of this
Type Were CitedType

1. Law Warr
2. Public Agency or Official
3. Latino Organization
4, Anglo Organization
5. 1,,egal Agency or Association
6. Academie/university
7. General Public
8. Immigration Organization
9. Undocumented Worker

10. Employer
11. Labor Organisation
12. Other

7,

73
59
16
10

7
6
6
6

Number of Sources
of this Type Cited
in Stories

143
128
18
15
10
7
9,
6
7

2

9

ni.city _cif Sources Cite The eUnicity of sources cited by reporters

cries on undocunented workers was analyzed to find out what ethnic groups

represented as news sources. The results are broken into two columns as

in the previous table. The survey revealed! that the reporters relied most

heavily on Anglo sources (161 sources in 83 stories), faloved by some distance

by Latinos (104 sources in 53 stories), and even more distantly by Blacks, Astmns,

and Native kmericans. (See table below).

E`:, Sot .0 1

Ethnicity-

Number of Stories in
Which Sources of this
Type.Vere Cited

Number of. Sources
of this Type Cited
in Stories

1, Anglo 53 161
2, Latino 53 104
3. Black 6 8
4.- Asian

3
5. Native Ameri. can 1 6
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DIscusSian. Califfornia newepap

the l977 -7 perio surveyed can be aummirized

Mexicans'" since the ov

Torkers

quoting Anglos

helmirig majority of Sources and'repoltels VeXe Angl
. .

In addition, -since repoiiters relied so heavily on law enforceme

°aas asAtburces the 'topids of stories revealed in headlines

ltxic

ed

an ocnmerited workers as law enforcement or public problems, onv the

low number of sources from immigration. organ'! legal ag nci,es, i ino

grouns, academiesAnd the undocuMented themselves would seem to indioat

sources which could lead a broader objectivity and insight to the issu

largely ignored by repprters,

The mediat's heavy use of the tern "illegal

ralien7=

en"

symbol for undocumented-workers -p bly_r

s shortengci version

the Lk4ge of

the undocufinented worker as a law enforcement or public 'problem. The srlhal;

which has 'no legal applicability,' is a euPhemism with a double negative meaning

It -brands those assd-diated with it a lam lreskers and outsiders befor the rem

even reaches the context of the story, In reality,' legality of statuS in

properly adjudicated only in an immigration law procee The terrA

alien" is similar to n mpapers referring to suspects as convicted, cr

before they have been tried. Given the historical use of negative syMbols to

describe Chicanos in the news media,- news organizations should ha especially

areful in their use of terms to describe undocumented workers, These ma
symbols, whether intentional or not, have come at titres when re-ssive public

acts have been perpetrated on the Chicano community, It is like

in the futare will assess the Imegal alien" in the sam_

contempOrary scholars analyze "ZootSuit "Pachuca and "Wet

The use of such a symbol and the negative

public'support for unusually:harsh peasures in

stereo

dealing

it tr

rith those

otcrians

help build

ocikud with
the symbol. It is in this atmosphere of public fear t the general Pu is alio=
violations of civil and other rights_ Those violations oan take the role of either
actions hey governMent agencies or private individmls and groups, as in the case

1
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of the recent u Klux Klan patrol along tiie border. By using negative symbols

and allowing a one-sided,. larkely negative, image of the undocumented worker to

be portrayed/the media allow themselves to be used inentL. the climate ko

actions they may later disavqw. Therefore, editors should be diligent am& demandIng

in requiring that remorters covering this issue sources which present's.

full and complete picture in an objective manner, In this -egara it shouLl be noted

hat, aLthozgh no statistical analysis was

appeared to have a wider and more balanc

reporters.

orn the articles by l ino reporters .

e of sources than those.. by nom-minority

Since this report constitutes only a pilot'stgy of a large research

difficult to make pore thin tentative conclusions at this point.

stated with some assurance t t the print media in California, while they

have Ancreaded their coverage of thisissue, have along way to go if -they to
present consistently balanced sad objective coverage. Such efforts should. start

with .ssigning reporters with a knowledge of the language and baciground of the

issues and must include efforts to.go beyond the law enforcement and public offictsla

with whom Teporters often-feel relaaveLy-comfortable; Sourcos-shInld----ba sought

among organizations and agencies working aiYectly with undecuieflted.wofters'and
C?

among the undocumented workers themselves., If this .is not done the public will

receive a largely one-sided view of the community. This view, coupled with the

continued use of the double negative term "illegal alien", could well help to-

baildlthe climate for massive violations of civil rights and/or private violence

against rndocu -ented, doubt the med ia would deplore these actions on their

editorial pages, az they did the Ku Kau:

contributed tortnem through theie-oae-

ion border' watch. But they woulditave

coverage on the aewrs paes,
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